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This PDF file contains all the amendments for the above volume of the CCC Sailing
Directions issued since the edition date shown. They are grouped by the date of issue
and listed by page number. Plans are included only where major changes have been
made or when certain amendments are difficult to describe.

Users should be aware that the amendments to this website are not made with the same
frequency as those issued by official hydrographic and navigational sources . Accordingly
it remains necessary for those who use the CCC Sailing Directions as an aid to navigation
to consult the most recent editions of Admiralty charts, all relevant Notices to Mariners
issued by the UKHO, NLB, Port Authorities and others in order to obtain the latest
information.

Caution
Whilst the Publishers and Author have used reasonable endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the contents of the
Sailing Directions, and these amendments to them, they contain selected information and thus are not definitive
and do not include all known information for each and every location described, nor for all conditions of weather
and tide. They are written for yachts of moderate draft and should not be used by larger craft. They should be used
only as an aid to navigation in conjunction with official charts, pilots, hydrographic data and all other information,
published or unpublished, available to the navigator. Skippers should not place reliance on the Sailing Directions in
preference to exercising their own judgement.

To the extent permitted by law, the Publishers and Author do not accept liability for any loss and/or damage
howsoever caused that may arise from reliance on the Sailing Directions nor for any error, omission or failure to
update the information that they contain.

The plans in the Sailing Directions and amendments are not to be used for navigation. They are designed to support
the text and should at all times be used with navigational charts.
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Aug 2016Amendments added

p.14; LH col; Tides; para 1; Delete lines 2 & 3; Substitute:
'North-going stream stream starts –0120 Ullapool (–0540 Dover)
South-going stream starts +0455 Ullapool (+0035 Dover)'

Cape Wrath14Page Amendment to tidal streams 911No.;

The cardinal buoy marking Linga Skerry should be shown as an East cardinal mark.
p.52; Upper plan; Delete the West cardinal topmark and substitute an East cardinal topmark.
Delete the description YBY and substitute BYB. The light characteristic should remain as Q(3)
10s.
This buoy is correctly identified as being East Cardinal in the text on page 53 under Passage
east of Gairsay

Kirkwall to Westray52Page East Cardinal mark 925No.;

p.60; RH col; Facilities; Line 2; Delete 'building with museum and showers for visitors' and
substitute 'showers and toilets for visitors at west end of hostel'

Stronsay60Page Whitehall Village facilities 926No.;

p.63; LH col; Anchorage; South Wick; Line 3; Insert after 'pier,': 'which is unsuitable for
berthing. Approach keeping close to the weedy shoreline of Papa Westray.'
Line 4; Insert after 'mooring' :'Toilet and shower by pier.'

Papa Westray63Page Approach and facilities 927No.;

p.69; Facilities; Line 6; Insert after 'Harbour.': 'Free Wifi available at Bird Observatory'

Fair Isle69Page Wifi availibility 928No.;

p.76; RH col; Facilities; Insert at end of para: 'For bottled gas tel. 01595 692807'

Lerwick76Page Bottled gas supplies 929No.;

p.104; Plan; Delete the label 'Pier' and its symbol on the south side of the sound at Melby and
substitute the symbol for slipway and label 'Slip'

Sound of Papa104Page Melby 930No.;

More water has been reported than that shown on charts 3281 & 3298.
p.114; Plan; Delete the sounding 1·1 shown in the inner part of the Voe and move the 2m
contour to lie approximately on the same level as the adjacent 'Sandvoe' label.

Sand Voe114Page Depth amendment 931No.;

p.135; para 5; Facilities; Delete 'Shop' and substitute 'Teashop'

Harold's Wick135Page No shop 932No.;
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